PLAST
Service manual for transporting single-use polymeric containers for food beverages of type
"PET KEG"
PET KEG is designed for ﬁlling, storage and transportation of beer, kvass (rye beer), wine, drinking
water, low alcohol and alcohol products. It is a single-use container.
1. Transportation of empty PET KEG.
When loading, PET KEG is formed on a pallet with dimensions of 1.25x1.15x2.45 of 64 pieces in a
horizontal position.
Piercing, cutting objects, damage to the body capable inﬂict a puncture or cut PET KEG should not be
in the car body.
When transporting in adverse climatic conditions, especially in areas of the Far North and equated areas
with limited delivery times for goods (products), do not expose it to impact force and signiﬁcant
deformation.
2. Storage of empty PET KEG
a) Storage of empty PET KEG is recommended either in the packaging from the manufacturer or
in boxes (in order to avoid damage, intrusion of foreign objects, dirt on the ﬁtting and seating
surface).
b) When loading PET KEG is formed on a pallet of 64 pcs. During storage it is possible to lay-up
pallets in two tiers through a sheet of plywood (cardboard, etc.). In order to avoid the appearance
of microﬂaws and deformation of products and in view of the structure instability laying-up in
three tiers is not recommended.
c) When moving PET KEG, do not allow strikes on foreign objects and contact with sharp, cutting
objects that can puncture or cut it. Do not allow PET KEG to fall from the height or severe
(deforming) blows on the PET KEG body.
d) When working without packaging, install the PET KEG bottom only on a ﬂat cleaned surface,
preferably on a rubber or other coating.
e) The optimal storage temperature is 0 - + 20 ºC. If storage occurred at the temperature below 0
ºC, further PET KEG handling is possible only after holding for 24 hours in a production room
at the temperature not lower than + 18 ºC.
f) It is not allowed to store PET KEG in the sunlight or near heating devices.
g) Do not allow PET KEG to come into contact with cleaning agents (alkali).

a)
b)
c)
d)

1. Transportation of ﬁlled PET KEG.
Filled PET KEG is installed on a pallet in the amount of 12 pieces (1.2x0.8) only in upright,
necessarily bound with a stretch ﬁlm with a pallet.
A maximum of two tiers can be laid-up through a sheet of plywood.
Fittings must be sealed with seals caps. Pay attention to the safety and security of ﬁttings.
The PET KEG manufacturer is not responsible in case of the ﬁtting failure as a result of
improper installation during transportation.
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a)

b)

c)
d)

2. Filling PET KEG.
If the transportation of PET KEG was carried out at the temperature below 0 °C, then before
using they should be kept for at least 24 hours in a production room at the temperature not lower
than 18 °C.
Before ﬁlling it is necessary to wet the ﬁtting with specially treated water according to GOST
18963-73 (treat the cover with a disinfectant solution. Ensure that there are no product and gas
leaks (without hissing))
PET KEG is ﬁlled with top ﬁlling in manual mode or in automatic mode.
If necessary, pre-washing of PET KEG is possible. It is made by treated water with the
temperature not higher than + 50°C.

3. Connecting PET KEG.
a) Turn oﬀ CO 2 in the dispensing apparatus before connecting.
b) Before connecting, it is imperative to process the ﬁtting with specially treated water, both when
ﬁlling KEG and at the ﬁlling point.
c) Ensure that there are no damages, foreign objects, contamination on the ﬁtting and seatin g
surface.
d) The recommended working pressure is 1.5-2.5 kg/cm2.
e) At connection it is necessary to put on the intake head smoothly, without jerks. MAKE SURE
that the intake head is installed without distortions and is located at the center of the ﬁtting; gently
push the intake head lever.
4. Disconnecting PET KEG.
a) Relieve pressure before removing the intake (ﬁlling) head.
b) Fix the empty PET KEG, raise the lever of the intake head, and smoothly disconnect the intake
head from the ﬁtting.
c) With pressing on the PET KEG make sure that it is soft.
5. Transfer of ﬁlled PET KEG.
a) In order to avoid damage, the transfer of ﬁlled KEG is carried out only in a corrugated box.
b) It is necessary to transfer PET KEG in a vertical position only two together, to handle as carefully
as possible, not to allow falls and strong blows on the PET KEG body.
c) When transferring, do not allow strikes on foreign objects.
d) Put the PET KEG on a clean, ﬂat surface.
e) Do not lift PET KEG to a height of more than 0.5 m.
6. Storage conditions of PET KEG.
a) PET KEG ﬁlled with beverage should be transported and operated at the temperature speciﬁed
by the beverage manufacturer. With increasing temperature, the pressure inside PET KEG may
increase in proportion to the time and temperature value.
b) If it is allowed to store empty PET KEG in an unheated room, the temperature in which can fall
below the freezing point, the product must be
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c) Kept in the production room for at least 24 hours at the temperature of 20 (+/- 2 °C).
d) PET KEG manufacturer is not responsible for the pressure increasing in the Keg and spoiled
drink due to non-compliance with temperature storage conditions and technological disruptions
in the beverage production.
e)
7. Disposal of PET KEG.
a) Before disposing of PET KEG, pressure must be relieved (the easiest way to do this is with a
regular 28mm plastic bottle cap).
a) Pass PET KEG to a PET containers collection point (specify the location of PET containers
collection points from local authorities).

-

8. STRONGLY PROHIBITED:
Transportation of the ﬁlled PET KEG in a car that has internal body part damage.
To transport the ﬁlled PET KEG in a horizontal position.
Transfer PET KEG without corrugated box, to tilt, drop, and throw.
Install PET KEG near heating devices and in places where warm air enters from working
refrigeration units.
To allow hit of direct sunshine.
Connect PET KEG to a system with a pressure of more than 2.5 kg/cm2.
Dispense with CO2 pressure over 3.5 bar.
Move connected, ﬁlled PET KEG by the handle of the intake head, often remove the intake
(ﬁlling) head, unscrew the valve.
Throw PET KEG into ordinary trash containers.
To allow the stand of the staﬀ face without protection directly above the PET KEG, especially
with the intake (ﬁlling) head on.
Use PET KEG with an inadequate type intake (ﬁlling) head.
Use the product for other purposes than for the purposes provided for by manufacturer.

